GET INVOLVED IN THE SOLIDARITY TO SOLUTIONS WEEK IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA

Saturday, September 8
Rise for Climate, Jobs & Justice.
10am March

Sunday, September 9
Art Build, Local Tours, Action Prep & Training

Monday, September 10
It Takes Roots Member Assembly

Tuesday, September 11
Solidarity to Solutions (Sol2Sol) Summit

Wed. - Friday, Sept. 12-14
Days of Action / Global Climate Action Summit

The It Takes Roots Solidarity to Solutions Week, happening parallel to the Global Climate Action Summit (GCAS) will spotlight frontline community solutions.

Join us from September 8-14, 2018 in the San Francisco Bay Area

Solidarity to Solutions Week

The It Takes Roots Solidarity to Solutions Week, Sept. 8-14, will take place parallel to the Global Climate Action Summit, where California Gov. Jerry Brown and global business leaders will promote their costly corporate schemes as silver-bullet solutions to climate change.

We need to reinvest in local community solutions to ensure a Just Transition from the current extractive economy to a regenerative economy. We need solutions that address the multiple, interconnected injustices faced by communities of color, indigenous peoples, migrants, women, LGBTQ, gender non-conforming, and poor people. Nothing less will do.

More information: www.ItTakesRoots.org